' INTRODUCTION
Human activities have caused at least a 3-fold increase in atmospheric mercury deposition to terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems over the past two centuries. 1À6 Mercury bioaccumulates in freshwater and marine foodwebs with health consequences for exposed wildlife and humans. 7À9 Anthropogenic emissions are mainly from coal combustion, waste incineration, and mining. 10 Growing concern about elevated mercury in the environment has prompted negotiations under the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) toward a global treaty on anthropogenic mercury sources. Improving the understanding of sourceÀreceptor relationships linking mercury emissions to deposition fluxes is critical in this context. Here, we use a global atmospheric model with coupled surface reservoirs (GEOS-Chem) to quantify sourceÀ receptor relationships on continental scales for the present-day and for 2050 emission projections.
Anthropogenic activities emit mercury in both elemental (Hg 0 ) and divalent (Hg II ) forms. Hg II is highly water soluble and can be deposited close to sources. Hg 0 is only sparingly soluble and has an atmospheric lifetime of months against oxidation to Hg II , resulting in global-scale deposition. The speciation of anthropogenic mercury varies with source type and emissions control technology. Emission controls for other pollutants, such as flue-gas desulfurization (FGD) in coal combustion, capture Hg II as a cobenefit. Greater capture can be achieved with injection of chemicals to oxidize Hg 0 to Hg II or with particles designed to adsorb mercury upstream of FGDs. 11 Projections of future anthropogenic mercury emissions out to 2050 have been reported by Streets et al. 10 on the basis of four IPCC SRES scenarios 12 spanning a range of industrial growth and environmental regulation possibilities. They find that global ABSTRACT: Global policies regulating anthropogenic mercury require an understanding of the relationship between emitted and deposited mercury on intercontinental scales. Here, we examine sourceÀreceptor relationships for present-day conditions and four 2050 IPCC scenarios encompassing a range of economic development and environmental regulation projections. We use the GEOS-Chem global model to track mercury from its point of emission through rapid cycling in surface ocean and land reservoirs to its accumulation in longer lived ocean and soil pools. Deposited mercury has a local component (emitted Hg II , lifetime of 3.7 days against deposition) and a global component (emitted Hg 0 , lifetime of 6 months against deposition). Fast recycling of deposited mercury through photoreduction of Hg II and re-emission of Hg 0 from surface reservoirs (ice, land, surface ocean) increases the effective lifetime of anthropogenic mercury to 9 months against loss to legacy reservoirs (soil pools and the subsurface ocean). This lifetime is still sufficiently short that sourceÀreceptor relationships have a strong hemispheric signature. Asian emissions are the largest source of anthropogenic deposition to all ocean basins, though there is also regional source influence from upwind continents. Current anthropogenic emissions account for only about one-third of mercury deposition to the global ocean with the remainder from natural and legacy sources. However, controls on anthropogenic emissions would have the added benefit of reducing the legacy mercury re-emitted to the atmosphere. Better understanding is needed of the time scales for transfer of mercury from active pools to stable geochemical reservoirs.
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anthropogenic mercury emissions may at worst double in the future (A1B scenario) or at best stay constant (B1). Coal combustion in developing countries is the largest driver of emission increases. We examine the implications of these future scenarios for global mercury deposition and comment on the major uncertainties. There have been no studies to date that quantify future deposition for long-range IPCC scenarios. This information is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of global and national-level reductions in anthropogenic emissions on mercury deposition rates and to inform policy decisions such as the ongoing UNEP global treaty negotiations.
' METHODS General Model Description. We use the GEOS-Chem global mercury model version 8-03-02 (http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/ geos/), including a 3-D atmosphere coupled to 2-D slab ocean and terrestrial reservoirs. 13À15 We conduct simulations at 4°Â 5°horizontal resolution, with 47 atmospheric levels in the vertical, using assimilated meteorological fields from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-5). Following Selin et al., 13 we first initialize the model to steady state for preindustrial conditions, and this serves to equilibrate the 2-D terrestrial reservoir. We then update the model to present day by including anthropogenic emissions, increasing terrestrial concentrations on the basis of anthropogenic deposition patterns, specifying subsurface ocean concentrations for different basins based on observations, 15À17 and conducting a simulation for 7 years to equilibrate the atmosphere. For the 2050 scenarios, we start from present-day conditions in the surface reservoirs and conduct a simulation for 7 years using future anthropogenic emissions. All results presented here are 3-year averages using 2005À2007 meteorological data.
The model used here is as described by Holmes et al. 14 with addition of a more mechanistic and resolved surface ocean model. 15 Detailed comparisons of the model to observations are presented in these two references. The model tracks three mercury forms in the atmosphere: Hg 0 , Hg II , and refractory particulate mercury (Hg P ). Hg P makes a negligible (<1%) contribution to the total atmospheric burden, and we do not discuss it further. The atmospheric speciation of mercury deposited to the ocean is not relevant for aqueous chemistry as rapid reequilibration takes place in solution in open-ocean environments. 19 Processes in the surface ocean include photochemical and biotic redox chemistry as well as sorption to particles. Mercury can be re-emitted to the atmosphere as Hg 0 or transferred to deeper ocean waters by particle sinking and vertical entrainment. 15 Hg II deposited to land can be promptly photoreduced and re-emitted or bind to organic carbon and enter longer lived soil pools. 20 Hg II deposited to snow can be photoreduced and re-emitted or eventually transferred to the oceans or soils through meltwater. Here, we denote anthropogenic mercury transferred from surface reservoirs to subsurface reservoirs (subsurface/deep ocean, soils) as "legacy" mercury. The current model does not explicitly resolve the recycling of this legacy mercury and instead includes it in the specification of boundary conditions. 13 We include biomass burning in our simulation but treat it as a legacy emission. Total present-day emissions from all surface reservoirs in the model, 5200 Mg a À1 including net ocean evasion of Hg 0 , are within the range of recent estimates (3600À6300 Mg a À1 16,21 ). An innovation in the current model is the tagging of mercury from source to receptor including transit through the surface reservoirs. Tagged mercury tracers for particular source regions or source types maintain their identity through transport, chemical transformation, and cycling through surface terrestrial and ocean reservoirs. Anthropogenic emissions are divided geographically into 17 world regions based on Streets et al.
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Mercury upwelling from the subsurface ocean is divided among different ocean basins (Supporting Information, Figures 1 and 2 ). Geogenic (volcanoes, mineral weathering), soil, and biomass burning emissions are also separated as individual tracers.
Anthropogenic Emissions. Present-day anthropogenic emissions are based on a 1°Â 1°gridded, speciated inventory for the year 2005, 22 and are scaled to regional emission totals from Streets et al. 10 The magnitude of global anthropogenic emissions has an estimated uncertainty of (30%, while chemical speciation has an uncertainty of (20%.
10, 23 Year 2050 simulations keep the fine spatial distribution of emissions the same but apply regional scaling factors projected by Streets et al.
10,23 Scaling emissions at the regional level assumes a uniform increase or decrease in emissions across all sources within each region. The projections are based on four IPCC SRES scenarios (A1B, A2, B1, B2) distinguished by their assumptions regarding industrial growth, energy policy, and emissions control. The worst-case scenario (A1B) assumes heavy use of coal with limited emission control technology, while the best-case scenario (B1) assumes aggressive transition away from fossil fuel energy sources and implementation of efficient control technology (up to 70% mercury capture in developed countries). We call these "end-member" scenarios. Scenarios A2 and B2 are intermediate and have more spatially heterogeneous trends (Supporting Information Figure 3 ). The speciation of emissions varies by region due to differences in sector makeup and emissions controls, from <30% Hg II in South America and Northern Africa, where artisanal gold mining is a large source of Hg 0 , to >60% Hg II in Eastern Europe, Southern Africa, and South Asia, where power production is the largest source of emissions. Developing countries with less stringent environmental controls undergo the most growth in the future scenarios, especially in coal combustion, resulting in a greater fraction of global anthropogenic emissions as Hg II in 2050 (55À60% compared to 43% in the present). Streets et al. 10 do not consider in their base projections the introduction of more advanced mercury control technology such as activated carbon injection, which is not currently commercially available, but they note that anthropogenic emissions could be as much as 30% lower in each future scenario with widespread adoption. See Supporting Information Table 1 for a summary of global emissions and deposition for the scenarios used in this study.
' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION , and we refer to the remainder as net deposition, balanced by transfer to deeper reservoirs ( Figure 1 ). We view net deposition as the metric for mercury enrichment in ecosystems, balancing primary emissions on a global scale. Our tracking of mercury through surface reservoirs in GEOS-Chem enables us to relate net deposition to the original emission source. The 9-month lifetime of atmospheric Hg 0 against transfer to the legacy reservoirs (i.e., accounting for reduction and re-emission from the surface reservoirs) is shorter than the time scale for interhemispheric exchange (∼1 year 24 ), which means that a strong hemispheric signature is to be expected in sourceÀreceptor relationships even for the background component of mercury. Figure 2 shows annual mean gross and net deposition fluxes in the model for present-day conditions. Gross deposition peaks over polluted continents due to emitted Hg II and over windy regions of the oceans due to high Br concentrations and fast seasalt deposition. The fraction of deposited mercury that is reemitted rather than transferred to the deeper reservoirs is 10% for land, 40% for the oceans, and 50% for snow. Most of the mercury deposited to land enters the soil pools where it has an estimated mean lifetime of 80 years against re-emission by soil respiration 20 and is included here as a legacy source. By contrast, mercury deposited to the surface ocean has a lifetime of only 6 months against re-emission, competing with transfer to the subsurface ocean (lifetime of 5 months). Net deposition of mercury in the model thus tends to be higher over land than over oceans.
Global SourceÀReceptor Relationships. We define the sourceÀreceptor influence function I ij for mercury deposition as
where D ij is the net deposition flux to receptor region j from emissions in region i and E i is the total emission rate for region i.
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This influence function enables us to evaluate where, gram-forgram, emissions reductions would be most effective to reduce deposition to a given region. Figure 3 shows influence functions for anthropogenic emissions in the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere, the northern tropics, and the Southern Hemisphere. We find that extra-tropical sources make a particularly large contribution to deposition within their hemisphere. Emissions in the tropics have a more distributed influence. See Supporting Information Figure 4 for additional maps of influence functions by individual source regions. Supporting Information Figure 5 shows the fraction of total deposition attributed to anthropogenic sources from each region. Figure 4 shows the source attribution for mercury deposited to aggregated world regions under present-day and 2050 emissions.
Constraints from sediment and ice cores and from current anthropogenic emission inventories imply that deposition on a global scale is approximately one-third natural, one-third legacy anthropogenic, and one-third primary anthropogenic. 1, 5, 6, 21 Natural and legacy mercury emissions from terrestrial soils and oceans contribute the majority of net deposition in all regions except Asia, stressing the importance of better resolving the legacy component in future work. For example, it is thought that Hg 0 evasion in the North Atlantic Ocean is presently enhanced due to enrichment of subsurface seawater by legacy anthropogenic sources.
15, 16 North America is likely the strongest contributor to this enrichment due to its high influence function and very high emissions from mining in the late 19th century. 25, 26 Mercury deposition in 2050 relative to present day is similar in the B1 scenario but increases in the other IPCC scenarios, reflecting the global trend in emissions. 10 The increasing Hg II fraction of total mercury emissions in the future results in an increasing relative domestic contribution to deposition. This is most apparent in Asia, where the fraction of mercury deposition from domestic anthropogenic sources increases from 54% in the present day to 56À75% in 2050. Natural and legacy emissions are assumed here to stay constant between present day and 2050, Annual mean mercury deposition and fast re-emission from surface reservoirs simulated by GEOS-Chem for present-day conditions. Fast re-emission from surface reservoirs competes with transfer to longer lived reservoirs. Net deposition is the balance between gross deposition and fast re-emission.
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and as a result their relative contribution to deposition decreases in 2050 for all receptor regions. This is likely an incorrect assumption as legacy emissions should increase in concert with future increases in anthropogenic emissions. Asian emissions (mostly from China and India) account for over one-half of global anthropogenic emissions in all 2050 scenarios, and the magnitude of their projected change relative to present spans from near constant to a 240% increase. However, it is important to distinguish between China and India, as increases in India are much larger due to considerable growth in coal combustion. Figure 5 shows net deposition to Asia for the present-day and for the end-member 2050 scenarios. Deposition in China and downwind increases in the A scenarios but declines in the B scenarios due to emission controls. Deposition to India and downwind increases in all 2050 scenarios and is consistently the highest in the world. Even installation of FGD in 95% of Indian power plants in the B1 scenario is insufficient to decrease deposition levels relative to present day. Decreasing deposition to South Asia would require emissions controls specifically targeting mercury capture.
Mercury Deposition to the United States in 2050. Figure 6 shows present-day and 2050 simulated deposition fluxes of mercury to the contiguous United States. Components of present-day deposition include domestic anthropogenic emissions (17%), foreign anthropogenic emissions (23%), and natural and legacy terrestrial and ocean mercury (60%). This is similar to the previous GEOS-Chem source attribution of Selin and Jacob. 27 In the 2050 A1B scenario, both the background and the local components of deposition increase as global anthropogenic mercury emissions more than double and North American emissions increase by 60%. We find a mean 30% increase in mercury deposition rates for the United States, less than the increase in emissions because we assume no change in the natural and legacy components. The bottom panels of Figure 6 show the increase in source contributions to U.S. mercury deposition in the 2050 A1B scenario relative to present day. U.S. sources account for most of the increase in the Northeast, while Central American emissions (including Mexico) are important mainly in Texas. The increase in Asian emissions enhances net deposition more uniformly across the country but most strongly in the Southeast, reflecting both the vegetation density (enhancing dry deposition) and the deep convective precipitation scavenging of Hg II from the upper troposphere. 27, 28 Though South Asian sources (mainly India) undergo the most dramatic growth in A1B, we find that their impact on U.S. deposition is less than that of East Asian sources (mainly China) because of their lower latitude. In the B1 scenario, U.S. anthropogenic emissions decrease by 38% for both Hg 0 and Hg II . Global emissions are similar in magnitude to the present day but shift southward and are therefore less efficient contributors to U.S. deposition. Thus, 2050 mercury deposition to the United States decreases by 10% on average and by up to 22% in the Northeast.
East Asian emissions contribute to deposition in the United States primarily by elevating background concentrations 29, 30 rather than by direct intercontinental transport of short-lived Hg II species. We find that only 6% of present-day East Asian deposition to the United States is from direct trans-Pacific transport 
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of Hg II , though the share can be up to 25% in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. East Asian total emissions increase by 47% in the A1B scenario, but the East Asian contribution to deposition in the United States only increases by 35% because most of the emissions increase is as Hg II . Gram-for-gram, emissions from Russia and Eastern Europe are more efficiently transported to the United States because of re-emission of mercury deposited to snow during transport over the Arctic.
Model Uncertainties. There are a range of uncertainties involved in global mercury modeling, 31À34 some of which are especially relevant to our understanding of global sourceÀ receptor relationships. One important uncertainty is the atmospheric reduction of emitted Hg II . On a global scale, the rate of Hg II reduction must be relatively slow, as implied by constraints from the observed seasonal variation of Hg 0 and the atmospheric variability of Hg T .
14, 35 We conduct a sensitivity simulation with no Hg II reduction and with Hg 0 oxidation rates correspondingly adjusted to match observational constraints on Hg 0 concentrations and find no major effects on the results reported here. More details are available in the Supporting Information. However, there is some evidence for fast Hg II reduction taking place in coal combustion plumes. 36À39 This reduction would decrease the local component of regional deposition in our simulation. The associated error is difficult to quantify because the mechanism for Hg II reduction in fresh plumes is unknown. 36 Regardless of the fate of primary Hg II , an important result of our work is the latitudinal structure of sourceÀreceptor relationships for mercury, i.e., emissions have the greatest effect on deposition in their latitudinal band (Figure 3 ). This follows from the atmospheric lifetime of Hg T against deposition, which is constrained by observation of Hg T atmospheric variability. 40, 41 There is presently discussion in the literature as to whether atmospheric oxidation of Hg 0 , determining Hg T deposition, involves Br atoms or OH and O 3 .
14,42,43 Our standard simulations uses Br atoms, and we conduct a sensitivity simulation using OH and O 3 as described by Holmes et al. 14 We find that in the base simulation net deposition to midlatitude regions is similar, while deposition is lower in the tropics and higher in polar regions. This is consistent with recent findings from an intercomparison of six mercury models for the Task Force on Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution.
31 Differences in modeled deposition are greatest where measurements are sparsest. Additional long-term monitoring stations in the Arctic and tropics would help constrain the atmospheric oxidant of Hg 0 . The source attribution of regional deposition remains essentially unchanged because deposition to a receptor region is most influenced by sources in the same broad latitudinal bands.
Another issue is the fate of mercury in the surface reservoirs following deposition. Isotopic observations place constraints on the extent of fast recycling of mercury deposited to land, 44À46 but additional study is needed to characterize differences across multiple ecosystem types. The fraction of mercury deposited to oceans that is re-emitted to the atmosphere (40% in our standard simulation) depends on redox kinetics in the surface ocean and the size of the reducible Hg II pool. Although redox kinetics for characterizing the net reduction of Hg II to Hg 0 in the surface ocean represent a major uncertainty, 47 our simulation uses rate constants constrained by experimental data using stable Hg isotopes. 48 The size of the reducible pool is highly uncertain and depends on partitioning to particulate organic carbon as well as formation of stable inorganic complexes in solution that are resistant to reduction. 48 In our model parametrization 40% of dissolved Hg II is available for reduction. 15 This is the lower bound from measurements in freshwater ecosystems (40À60%); 48, 49 however, no data are available for marine ecosystems. Ocean re-emissions increase or decline proportionally to the reducible Hg II pool size. To address this uncertainty, evasion rates for the standard simulation have has been optimized to best match observational constraints for atmospheric and seawater Hg 0 concentrations. 15 We model Hg II partitioning to particles and removal from the surface ocean based on variability in biological productivity and ocean export fluxes. Modeled airÀsea exchange is also sensitive ((30%) to the evasion scheme employed.
50À52
Though the magnitude of evasion varies across schemes, the fraction of mercury from the subsurface ocean vs atmospheric deposition is unaffected, so source attribution is unchanged. Additional study of the redox kinetics of different Hg II complexes in marine waters as well as coupled cycling in association with organic carbon in the global oceans would improve our understanding of the lifetime of Hg in actively cycling reservoirs and the time scales for sequestering anthropogenic mercury in deep ocean reservoirs.
Implications for Policy. Separation of source contributions to mercury deposition between a local component from emitted Hg II and a background component from emitted Hg 0 allows a simplified estimate of sourceÀreceptor relationships on continental scales. We used GEOS-Chem for the present-day and 2050 simulations to construct a best-fit linear regression model relating net deposition fluxes in a region i (D i ) to the regional emission of Hg II (E i HgII ) and to the global emission of Hg 0 (E Hg0 ). We find the following form (r 2 = 0.91, Supporting Information, Figure 7 )
where all values are in μg m À2 a À1 . The 0.39 coefficient for E i HgII represents the average fraction of regional Hg II emissions that deposits within the region and is not quickly re-emitted. The intercept of 10 μg m À2 a À1 represents the mean deposition from natural and legacy terrestrial sources. This linear regression assumes that all Hg 0 emitted worldwide is equally efficient in contributing to deposition in a given receptor region, and this is not correct (see Figure 4 and related discussion). The simple regression equation still performs well in most regions, with a mean residual of 4 μg m À2 a À1 . Supporting Information Figure 6 shows the major exporters of anthropogenic mercury by region.
Humans are exposed to mercury through commercial fish caught in oceans worldwide. 9 A combination of both decreases in deposition to local ecosystems and global oceans is therefore needed to most effectively reduce exposures and risks. Asia presently contributes more than one-half of new anthropogenic deposition to all ocean basins (from 53% to the North Atlantic to 62% to the North Pacific) because it represents such a large global source; its contribution is expected to further grow in the future. North American and European sources contribute 30% of new anthropogenic deposition to the North Atlantic and less in other ocean basins. However, two-thirds of present-day deposition to the ocean is from natural and legacy sources, and much of the legacy anthropogenic mercury is due to North American and European emissions from the past two centuries. 25 Present-day primary anthropogenic emissions contribute only about one-third of global mercury deposition, and this has been used to argue that future emission controls would have relatively little impact. This perspective is flawed in that it does not Environmental Science & Technology ARTICLE recognize that future emissions also increase the mercury stored in legacy pools. On time scales of decades to centuries, the legacy mercury presently in organic soils and subsurface ocean waters will enter more geochemically stable reservoirs in deep ocean sediments and recalcitrant soil pools. 16, 20 Thus, mercury currently in the legacy pools will decline over time unless new emissions restore it. The benefit of decreasing primary anthropogenic emissions must therefore factor in the resulting decrease in re-emission of mercury from legacy pools. This is similar to the CO 2 problem in that emitted CO 2 has an atmospheric lifetime of only 5 years against uptake by the ocean and land but is reemitted multiple times from these surface reservoirs. The effective legacy of emitted CO 2 (expressed by the IPCC as global warming potential) is more than a century. 53 In the same way, the effect of anthropogenic mercury emissions should be viewed in terms of their long-term legacy. This calls for better understanding of the time scales associated with mercury in legacy pools and its transfer to geochemically stable reservoirs.
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